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Quitting Tobacco and Vaping questionnaire
Please rate the following items.  
Circle the number that represents how much you agree with each statement.


Items Strongly disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5)


I have all the tools I need to work through 
challenges while I am quitting.


1 2 3 4 5


I am confident in my ability to quit while I manage 
stress.


1 2 3 4 5


It is easy for me to bring mindfulness into my daily 
routine to help with quitting.


1 2 3 4 5


When needed, I can set aside stressful feelings, 
cravings, and intrusive thoughts and be present at 
work or for my family.


1 2 3 4 5


I am open to the possibility that stressors or 
challenges related to quitting may have a positive 
outcome down the road.


1 2 3 4 5
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My personal values assessment
Read through this list of personal values and check your top 10.


My values that are important to me:


 £ Acceptance


 £ Accuracy


 £ Achievement


 £ Art


 £ Attractiveness


 £ Authority


 £ Autonomy


 £ Beauty


 £ Belonging


 £ Caring


 £ Challenge


 £ Comfort


 £ Commitment


 £ Compassion


 £ Complexity


 £ Compromise


 £ Contribution


 £ Cooperation


 £ Courage


 £ Courtesy


 £ Creativity


 £ Curiosity


 £ Dependability


 £ Diligence


 £ Duty


 £ Ecology


 £ Excitement


 £ Faithfulness


 £ Fame


 £ Family


 £ Fitness


 £ Flexibility


 £ Forgiveness


 £ Freedom


 £ Friendship


 £ Fun


 £ Generosity


 £ Genuineness


 £ Gratitude


 £ Growth


 £ Health


 £ Honesty


 £ Hope


 £ Humility


 £ Humor


 £ Imagination


 £ Independence


 £ Industry


 £ Inner peace


 £ Integrity


 £ Intelligence


 £ Intimacy


 £ Justice


 £ Knowledge


 £ Leadership


 £ Leisure


 £ Loved


 £ Mastery


 £ Mindfulness


 £ Moderation


 £ Music


 £ Nonconformity


 £ Novelty


 £ Nurturance


 £ Openness


 £ Order


 £ Passion


 £ Patriotism


 £ Popularity


 £ Power


 £ Practicality


 £ Protect


 £ Provide


 £ Purpose


 £ Rationality


 £ Realism


 £ Relationships


 £ Responsibility


 £ Risk


 £ Romance


 £ Safety


 £ Self-acceptance


 £ Self-control


 £ Self-esteem


 £ Self-knowledge


 £ Service


 £ Sexuality


 £ Simplicity


 £ Solitude


 £ Spirituality


 £ Stability


 £ Tolerance


 £ Tradition


 £ Virtue


 £ Wealth


 £ World peace
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Now, narrow down your top 10 values to your top 5 (in any order).


My most important values are:


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.


How have you lived and worked by these core values in the last week, month, or year?


Where are you struggling to live and work by your core values? How can you improve over the next 
week, month, or year?
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Seeing the forest beyond the trees
In order to successfully change a habit like quitting tobacco or vaping, there are a few things to consider 
and address to move forward in this process. These exercises are designed to bring these issues to light.


1. The pros to becoming tobacco free need to outweigh the cons: Take a moment to list at least 5 pros 
and 5 cons to quitting (you may use the back if there are more).


Pro Con


2. How do I know when I’m stressed? What are indications that I am feeling stressed? Take a moment to 
list some behaviors or physical sensations noticed when you’re experiencing stress. Examples include 
increased smoking, chewing, or vaping; increased eating; being short-tempered or anxious; feeling 
bored or forgetful; avoiding friends and family; having trouble sleeping, etc.


3. How do I deal with my distressing feelings? Take a moment to think about:


• What are things that cause me anger?


• When was the last time I felt anger?


• Do I give myself permission to be angry?


• How do I express anger?


• Do I give myself permission to cry?


• How do I really feel about crying?
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Welcome to “Quitting Tobacco and Vaping.” 
Over the next 4 weeks, you’ll be introduced to some tools as we work together. This packet includes all 
the handouts and homework that will be assigned or reviewed during the program. 


Your packet starts and ends with the same handout, the Quitting Tobacco and Vaping Questionnaire. 
Please rate your current skills and complete it before the first session. Then go back to the document 
at the program end and answer the questions again. It can help you see where you were when getting 
started and where you’re landing at the end of the program. Your facilitator may also ask the survey 
questions during the first and final sessions.


It can be helpful for you to review these items before a session:


• Session 1 — Wellness Wheel and Trigger Logs


• Session 2 — Discomfort Log, Seeing the Forest, Mindfulness of the Breath, and Weekly Action Plan


• Session 3 — Personal Values Assessment and Visualization


• Session 4 — Strengths Assessment and Characteristics of Successful Changers 


If you need to reach your facilitator or our team, feel free to call us at 503-286-6816 or 1-866-301-3866, 
option 2.


Thanks for joining “Quitting Tobacco and Vaping!” 


Health Coach Team 
Health Engagement and Wellness Services 
Kaiser Permanente Northwest
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Strengths assessment


What was the most difficult challenge you had and experienced success? Why was it successful for you?


When you were faced with a difficult obstacle, what was the skill you used to overcome it?


What are the strengths that others would describe or appreciate about you?


What strength(s) would you use to describe yourself?


What skills do you enjoy using often, regardless of the types of task you must work on?


What skills do you have that you do not like using very much?


As you look back on the past 4 weeks of this program, which strength and/or skill will be most helpful to 
you in the future?
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Homework


Intentionally apply your strengths to each day this week.


1. Take a moment to think about one of your personal strengths — for instance, creativity, 
perseverance, kindness, modesty, or curiosity. Consider how you could use this strength today in 
a new  and different way. For example, if you choose the personal strength of perseverance, you 
might make a list of tasks that you have found challenging recently, then try to tackle each one of 
them. Or if you choose curiosity, you might attempt an activity that you’ve never tried before.


2. Describe in writing the personal strength you plan to use today and how you are going to use it. 
Then, go ahead and do it — act on your strength as frequently as possible throughout the day.


3. Repeat the steps above every day for a week. You may use the same personal strength on several 
days or try using a different one each day.


4. At the end of the week, write about the personal strengths that you focused on during the week 
and how you used them. Write in detail about what you did, how you felt, and what you learned 
from the experience.


Day of the week Strength to use How you are going to use it
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Visualization
“Breathing is central to every aspect of meditation training. It’s a wonderful place to focus in training the 
mind to be calm and concentrated.” — Jon Kabat-Zinn


Describe the image of your “happy place” during the visualization exercise:


Building a visualization practice


For 3–5 minutes per day, (when) , I will do my visualization exercise (where) .


Day of week Sense to focus on Completed? What emotion(s) did you notice?


Sound only   Yes    No


Sight   Yes    No


Smell   Yes    No


Taste   Yes    No


Touch   Yes    No


Sound, sight, smell, 
taste, and touch


  Yes    No


Sound, sight, smell, 
taste, and touch


  Yes    No
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Mindfulness of the breath
Breathing exercises are helpful for reducing stress and feeling grounded. It’s especially good for people 
who often smoke, chew, or vape when they feel stress, and then find they feel better after taking several 
deep breathes. We often attribute this to the product, when it’s often due to both the action of taking a 
breath and nicotine.


Try this exercise:


1. Bring your attention to your breathing.


2. Follow the air as it comes in through your nostrils and goes down to the bottom of your lungs. Then 
follow it as it goes back out again.


3. Follow the air, as if you’re riding the waves of your breathing.


4. Notice the air moving in and out of your nostrils — how it’s slightly warmer as it comes out, and cooler 
as it goes in.


5. Notice the gentle rise and fall of your rib cage.


6. Notice the gentle rise and fall or your abdomen.


7. Fix your attention on one of these areas, whichever you prefer: On the breath moving in and out of 
the nostrils, on the rising and falling of the ribcage, or the rising and falling of the abdomen.


8. Keep your attention on this spot, noticing the movement — in and out — of the breath.


9. Whatever feelings, urges, or sensations arise, whether pleasant or unpleasant, gently acknowledge 
them — as if nodding your head at people passing by you on the street. Gently acknowledge their 
presence and let them be. Allow them to come and go as they please and keep your attention on the 
breath.


10. Whatever thoughts, images, or memories arise, whether comfortable or uncomfortable, simply 
acknowledge them and allow them to be. Let them come and go as they please and keep your 
attention on the breath.


11. From time to time, your attention will become distracted by thoughts or feelings. Each time this 
happens, notice what distracted you, then bring your attention back to the breath. No matter how 
often your attention “wanders off” — whether a hundred times or a thousand — your aim is simply to 
note what distracted you and bring your attention back to the breath.


12. There is no need to be frustrated or impatient or disappointed when you get carried off by your 
thoughts. It is the same for everyone. Our minds naturally distract us from what we are doing. So, 
each time you realize your attention has wandered, gently acknowledge it, notice what distracted you, 
and return your attention to the breath.


13. If frustration, boredom, anxiety, impatience, or other feelings arise, simply acknowledge them and 
maintain your focus on the breath.


14. No matter how often your attention wanders, gently acknowledge it, note what distracted you, and 
gently bring your attention back to your breath.


15. When you are ready, bring yourself back to the room and open your eyes.
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Wellness wheel
Each spoke on the wheel represents an area in your life that requires attention.


Rank your level of satisfaction for each one. The closer you are to 10, the more fulfilled you feel.


After you mark a number in each area, connect the dots and see what shape it takes.


10


5


1


Fun and recreationFamily
and


friends


Significant
other/


romance


Other


Eating


Sleep


Exercise


Finances


Occupation


Personal
development/


growth


Being out
in nature


Mindful
practice
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Characteristics of successful changers
Read through this list and check the words that generally apply to you:


 £ Accepting  £ Committed  £ Flexible  £ Persevering  £ Stubborn


 £ Active  £ Competent  £ Focused  £ Persistent  £ Thankful


 £ Adaptable  £ Concerned  £ Forgiving  £ Positive  £ Thorough


 £ Affectionate  £ Considerate  £ Free  £ Prayerful  £ Tough


 £ Affirmative  £ Courageous  £ Happy  £ Quick  £ Trusting


 £ Alert  £ Creative  £ Healthy  £ Reasonable  £ Trustworthy


 £ Alive  £ Decisive  £ Hopeful  £ Receptive  £ Truthful


 £ Ambitious  £ Dedicated  £ Imaginative  £ Relaxed  £ Understanding


 £ Anchored  £ Determined  £ Ingenious  £ Reliable  £ Unique


 £ Assertive  £ Die-hard  £ Intelligent  £ Resourceful  £ Unstoppable


 £ Assured  £ Diligent  £ Knowledgeable  £ Responsible  £ Vigorous


 £ Attentive  £ Eager  £ Mature  £ Skillful  £ Whole


 £ Brave  £ Earnest  £ Open  £ Solid  £ Willing


 £ Bright  £ Effective  £ Optimistic  £ Spiritual  £ Winning


 £ Capable  £ Energetic  £ Orderly  £ Stable  £ Wise


 £ Careful  £ Experienced  £ Organized  £ Steady  £ Worthy


 £ Cheerful  £ Faithful  £ Patient  £ Straightforward  £ Zealous


 £ Clever  £ Fearless  £ Perceptive  £ Strong  £ Zestful


This activity is in the public domain and may be reproduced and adapted without further permission.  
Shelby Steen, W.R. Miller, W. R. (2004).
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List your top 5 characteristics and give an example of each:


1.     Example:  


2.     Example:  


3.     Example:  


4.     Example:  


5.     Example:  


Look over the list again. This time, focus on the characteristics you didn’t select. Choose 2 that would 
most likely help as you are adding to your stress management skill set:


1.   


2.   


How might you go about cultivating these characteristics?
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Quitting Tobacco and Vaping questionnaire
Please rate the following items.  
Circle the number that represents how much you agree with each statement.


Items Strongly disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5)


I have all the tools I need to work through 
challenges while I am quitting.


1 2 3 4 5


I am confident in my ability to quit while I manage 
stress.


1 2 3 4 5


It is easy for me to bring mindfulness into my daily 
routine to help with quitting.


1 2 3 4 5


When needed, I can set aside stressful feelings, 
cravings, and intrusive thoughts and be present at 
work or for my family.


1 2 3 4 5


I am open to the possibility that stressors or 
challenges related to quitting may have a positive 
outcome down the road.


1 2 3 4 5
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Becoming a detective
Trigger logs
A trigger log can help you.


Identifying your triggers is an important step in the process of changing your behavior around tobacco 
use.


Even though we experience triggers every day, we are often unaware of them. If you simply try to 
remember events, you run the risk of forgetting the details—and the details are so important!


Memories can be inaccurate, but words on a page will be just as meaningful next month as they are 
today. When we write things down, we can begin to see patterns in our behavior.


Take a look at the sample trigger log. When you work on your own log, you don’t have to fill in every box 
in every column—only the ones that seem appropriate to your situation. The important task here is to 
identify your triggers, write down the information, and look for patterns.


Keep the 5 dependencies in mind and think about how they affect your behavior. You don’t have to fill in 
your log perfectly. Trying to be perfect is one of the reasons that some people find keeping logs to be 
difficult. Just make some observations and write them down. 


As you do this, you will begin to recognize patterns that will help you—particularly during the early stages 
of your quitting process.


Sample trigger log


Time of day
Place or 
activity


Who I  
was with


Thoughts  
or feelings Need Dependency


Intensity of 
discomfort 
(1–5)


Early morning Getting up Spouse I need one I need tobacco to 
get going Physical 5


Morning Driving I’m bored Tobacco 
stimulates me 2


Mid-morning Taking a break  
at work


Smoking  
co-workers This will relax me I want to be part 


of the group
Social 2


Noon Argument Spouse Anger 3


Mid-afternoon I’m depressed Emotional 5


Early evening On phone Talking to
parents Stressed It calms me 4


After dinner Sitting around
table Family I want my regular 


after-dinner smoke
Behavioral 1


from Cultivating Health® Freedom from Tobacco Kit 
©Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Northwest
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My trigger log


Time of day
Place or 
activity


Who I  
was with


Thoughts or 
feelings Need Dependency


Intensity of 
discomfort 
(1–5)


from Cultivating Health® Freedom from Tobacco Kit 
©Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Northwest
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Discomfort log
“You learn something every day if you pay attention.” — Ray LeBlond


Notice when you become uncomfortable (in a state of “dis-ease”). Using the grid below or in a notebook 
or journal, write down at least 5 times per day that this happens. Record for 2 days (consecutive days are 
not necessary).


Each time, observe the underlying cause of your discomfort. Label it either Craving (wanting), Aversion 
(avoidance), or Delusion (a false idea).


Examples include (but are not limited to):


• I can quit anytime I want. One cigarette is not going to make a difference. (Delusion)


• Just finished dinner and want to vape. (Craving)


• It’s been a tough day. I don’t have the energy to track urges in my trigger log. (Aversion)


Is this is a recurring discomfort? If so, is it ignored or cared for? If the latter, how is it cared for?


How does this form of care affect your mind/body health? For example, is a chronic headache taken care 
of with aspirin?


Discomfort
Label (Craving/
Aversion/Delusion)


Ignored or  
cared for? What did you do?
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Emotions


Sometimes, simply saying “angry” or “sad” doesn’t do a good job of describing an emotion. Here’s a list 
that can help you identify your emotions using a broader vocabulary.


 £ Angry  £ Annoyed  £ Anxious


 £ Awkward  £ Betrayed  £ Bitter


 £ Bored  £ Combative  £ Confused


 £ Defeated  £ Distraught  £ Exhausted


 £ Foolish  £ Frantic  £ Frustrated


 £ Guilty  £ Hate  £ Helpless


 £ Horrible  £ Hurt  £ Hysterical


 £ Ignored  £ Imposed upon  £ Infuriated


 £ Jealous  £ Lazy  £  Left out


 £ Lonely  £ Low  £ Longing


 £ Mad  £ Mean  £ Miserable


 £ Nervous  £ Outraged  £ Overwhelmed


 £ Pain  £ Pressured  £ Rage


 £ Rejected  £ Sad  £ Screwed up


 £ Spiteful  £ Stupid  £ Tense


 £ Threatened  £ Tired  £ Trapped


 £ Troubled  £ Ugly  £ Uneasy


 £ Unsettled  £ Violent  £ Vulnerable


 £ Weepy  £ Worried  £ Sorrowful
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